ENCAPTO FOR
TRANSPORT

Connected
on the
move

MORE THAN
JUST INTERNET
ACCESS
On the move in vehicles
and transport hubs,
Encapto delivers timely
and engaging content,
keeps travellers connected,
supplies actionable insights
and extracts more value
from WiFi networks.
Delivering targeted
messages to a captive
mobile audience
with real connectivity
needs, Encapto’s smart
features make it the first
choice in transport WiFi
management.

www.encapto.com

Smart travel updates
Encapto campaign provides you with the tools to deliver the right message
at the right time to the right WiFi user. Build elegant portals with rich
content and live data and deliver time critical messages while users are
connected.
Deploy data capture to gather demographic insights, build client databases
and even transform your campaign into a fully fledged competition, then
analyse the results to see just how effective your WiFi campaign can be.

One network, many uses
Encapto can direct different user groups to the content and connectivity
that they need. Apply multiple access methods with their own walled
garden, time, download and speed restrictions on a single hotspot.
With one stop management and monitoring from Cloud Deck control
panel and easy integration with loyalty programs and booking systems,
Encapto is the WiFi system befitting today’s sophisticated travel
environment.

Multiple Authentication Methods
Generate unique or shared passwords, enable credit card access or use
one of the Encapto connectors to authenticate via loyalty programs or
booking systems. Get your clients and staff online seamlessly with:
• Click and go

• Social media logon

• Unique or shared passwords

• Data capture (survey or registration)

• Paid access

• Encrypted access

• SMS and email authentication

Vendor agnostic
The Encapto system can be applied to any WiFi network, existing or
planned.
Put Encapto’s trademark flexibility, robustness and elegance at your
fingertips in a single portal managing WiFi networks from multiple
vendors. Encapto also integrates with a range of vendor specific services
such as location analytics, to extract maximum value from WiFi networks.
So regardless of whether you’re using Xirrus or Ruckus, Cisco or Aruba, or
a combination of them all, Encapto puts the power in your hands.
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Onboard engagement
Local rich media content makes the most of high speed WiFi without
clogging up valuable internet bandwidth.
Plug in a live video stream, allow access to ticketing, food, beverage
and merchandise ordering systems and video content all from onboard
servers.
Localised content leverages the high-speed capabilities of 802.11ac
wireless, providing an immersive experience for connected users and
eliminating reliance on costly and speed-constrained internet connections.

Carrier class user management
Built on carrier class standards AAA RADIUS, Encapto reliably serves over
one million WiFi sessions a month to wireless networks of all sizes – cafés,
stadiums, public transport, and large municipal networks.
Built on Amazon’s AWS cloud, Encapto offers a 99.99% uptime
guarantee.

Nested user permissions
With so much functionality packed into a single platform, Encapto’s
granular user permissions put the right functionality in the right hands.
The marketing manager needs to update an ad in an Encapto Campaign
while the IT manager needs to deploy a new SSID for hospitality staff.
Encapto caters for them all with a fully customizable interface.
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